The popularity of cloud-based interactive computing services (e.g., virtual desktops) brings new management challenges. Each interactive user leaves abundant but fluctuating residual resources while being intolerant to latency, precluding the use of aggressive VM consolidation. In this paper, we present the Resource Harvester for Interactive Clouds (RHIC), an autonomous management framework that harnesses dynamic residual resources aggressively without slowing the harvested interactive services. RHIC builds ad-hoc clusters for running throughput-oriented "background" workloads using a hybrid of residual and dedicated resources. For a given background job, RHIC intelligently discovers/maintains the ideal cluster size and composition, to meet user-specified goals such as cost/energy minimization or deadlines. RHIC employs black-box workload performance modeling, requiring only system-level metrics and incorporating techniques to improve modeling accuracy under bursty and heterogeneous residual resources. Our results show that RHIC finds near-ideal cluster sizes/compositions across a wide range of workload/goal combinations, significantly outperforms alternative approaches, tolerates high instability in the harvested interactive cloud, works with heterogeneous hardware and imposes minimal overhead.
INTRODUCTION
Interactive clouds are becoming more popular, hosting virtual computing laboratories, remote desktop environments and online collaboration tools. For example, North Carolina State University's Virtual Computing Laboratory (VCL) [8] is a production cloud system hosting virtual desktops with a variety of applications for more than 13,000 students at NCSU and other nearby schools. Such systems cater directly to human users, whose behavior yields significant unused residual resources due to bursty, unpredictable usage patterns. Traditional techniques such as virtual machine (VM) packing cannot be performed aggressively due to response time requirements (and human impatience), despite low average utilization. Enabling cloud providers to harness these idle resources will yield considerable energy savings, as the incremental energy cost of running additional applications using residual CPU is low [5] .
Harvesting residual resources in this context requires a well- designed infrastructure that considers performance, cost-effectiveness and system reliability. In particular, using interactive nodes alone will suffer from performance and stability issues. Prior work [6] proposed a hybrid batch cluster design where volunteer nodes supplement a core set of stable dedicated nodes. As shown in Fig. 1 , a set of transient interactive nodes are "padded" with volunteer VMs running a background batch job, which consume residual resources while automatically deferring to the interactive user via hypervisor prioritization. This co-location of interactive and batch workloads is advantageous due to orthogonal temporal characteristics [5] . In preliminary experiments, we demonstrate 20-29% energy and 20-40% cost gains over normal dedicated clusters with only 1% slowdown of interactive workloads. In this setting, the cloud administrator is faced with the following question: Given an arbitrary batch job, and limited knowledge about the interactive workloads, what hybrid cluster size and composition will give the best performance for the cost? This problem can be formulated as a dynamic, virtualized cluster-sizing problem, which brings new challenges not studied in prior work. Unlike in traditional cluster-sizing scenarios, the highly-dynamic nature of this environment introduces substantial complications when modeling and predicting performance, determining an ideal cluster size, and selecting cluster composition.
In this paper, we present the Resource Harvester for Interactive Clouds (RHIC), a generic management framework which autonomically optimizes a hybrid cluster running within residual resources. RHIC provides intelligent cluster sizing for a wide range of throughput-oriented parallel batch workloads. To accomplish this, RHIC combines profiling with black-box performance modeling to make resizing decisions in an iterative, online fashion. We profile the CPU, memory and I/O consumption of each workload and build self-tuning models to translate these system-level metrics into job performance estimates. Finally, we tailor this approach to the hybrid cluster design, by predicting residual resource availability at the volunteers and directly managing I/O saturation at the dedicated nodes. Our multi-faceted approach handles dynamic and unpredictable behavior from a wide range of sources, aggregating unstable resources into a reliable batch platform. The major contributions of this work are:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose batch cluster sizing as a tool for resource harvesting in interactive clouds.
• We present an adaptive cluster sizing solution that uses a combination of online profiling and performance modeling to quickly discover and maintain efficient hybrid cluster sizes, relying only on system monitoring data for wide applicability.
• In over 400 experimental runs, our results show that RHIC achieves high accuracy across 28 workload/goal combinations in minimizing cost/energy and enforcing deadlines.
RELATED WORK
Our work is related to contributions from several other areas: Volunteer computing. Volunteer computing (VC), known widely through projects such as Condor [7] , has a long history as both a computation paradigm and a method of harvesting wasted cycles. Recently, advancing multitasking technology has made it feasible and attractive to perform active volunteer computing [3, 5] , where the user and harvester coexist temporally. Active VC poses challenges in maintaining interactive user experience [3] and delivering consistent background performance [1] . The focus of this work is related to the latter challenge: how bursty residual resources can efficiently provide a stable batch execution platform that meets performance and/or cost goals. RHIC's novelty is in modeling the relationship between batch workload progress and resource availability, with techniques to mitigate burstiness, heterogeneity and other artifacts of our hostile environment. Cluster sizing for parallel batch workloads. Several works have been recently published which perform cluster sizing for parallel batch workloads [2, 4, 9, 10] . RHIC addresses a unique permutation of traditional cluster sizing for parallel batch workloads. We consider several sub-problems which are specific to our harvesting theme, including foreground demand prediction, heuristic node selection, I/O saturation awareness, I/O curve discovery and heterogeneity-tolerant performance modeling. In summary, the differences between RHIC and the aforementioned MapReduce cluster-sizing efforts are as follows: (1) the uniquely unstable environment in which we operate, (2) our support for novel, short-lived jobs, and (3) the general applicability of our modeling approach to a broad class of parallel batch workloads. Volunteer MapReduce. MOON [6] enhanced Hadoop to operate under passive volunteerism, where a foreground workload and MapReduce are interleaved temporally but not spatially. MOON is a conceptual predecessor to our work, but does not consider active volunteerism or perform cluster sizing. Workload Consolidation. Co-locating workloads is a well-established technique [11] that is complementary to our approach. RHIC can transparently harvest whatever residual resources are available after consolidation during periods of user "think time".
APPROACH
RHIC combines online profiling with periodic job progress and system resource monitoring to adaptively scale the volunteer node set throughout a background (batch) job's execution. To handle a dynamic set of interactive nodes, each contributing varying amount of resources, and to achieve online performance modeling independent of the actual workload and batch execution framework, RHIC relies on three key insights derived from our experiments:
• Insight 1: Although each foreground interactive workload has unpredictable resource usage bursts, its average usage in the near future tends to be more stable.
• Insight 2: In our proposed hybrid execution mode, the disk I/O bandwidth afforded by the dedicated nodes can be a major factor limiting the effective productivity of a volunteer.
• Insight 3: The overall progress of a batch job is determined by the aggregate productivity from all selected volunteers, largely independent of the productivity distribution among these nodes. RHIC's novelty is in leveraging these insights to build problemtailored models for residual resource avaiability, I/O bottlenecks and batch job runtime in an online fashion. In particular, RHIC collects once-per-second resource and job metrics, periodically updates its models and leverages them to determine the best possible hybrid cluster composition. The new cluster composition is then observed over the following period, when the process repeats. This online reactive approach allows RHIC to handle two sources of uncertainty, novel workloads and unstable interactive users, by predicting near-future behavior while constantly adjusting to past performance. In our preliminary evaluation, RHIC's flexibility on both of these fronts delivers high adaptability and accuracy, as compared to alternative approaches.
RESULTS OVERVIEW
We evaluated RHIC with over 400 experiments on a cluster of 6 dedicated and 0-36 volunteer nodes, running four diverse Hadoop workloads and interactive traces taken from NCSU's VCL. Exhaustive comparison: Compared to an exhaustive search of cluster sizes, RHIC achieves within 5% of the minimum possible cost and 3% of the minimum energy, and adheres closely to deadlines with an average of 2% time to spare. Alternative algorithm comparison: Compared to two alternative algorithms using fuzzy control and naïve thresholds respectively, RHIC delivers significantly lower error and greater consistency. Overhead: RHIC's control node consumes less than 2% CPU on average and takes less than 250ms to make an exhaustive cluster sizing decision for 36 volunteers. Impact of Environment Stability: RHIC is very resilient to high instability (2-8× normal) in interactive cloud sessions. Other Background Frameworks: RHIC achieves 1% average error for cost and 2% for energy when managing a lightweight compute framework on top of HBase. Hardware Heterogeneity: RHIC's thin hardware translation layer yields ≤ 2% modeling error for I/O & compute-intensive jobs.
